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The Political Economy
of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff

BARRY EICHENGREEN

Barry Eichengreen presents a domestic societal explanation of the
passage of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930. Eichengreen argues
that economic interest groups were the key actors underlying the
passage of the act. Specifically, he asserts that certain sectors of
agriculture and industry supported each other’s desire for protection
and together pressured the government to pass the highly restrictive
Smoot-Hawley Tariff. He shows both how the actions of self-
interested groups in national societies affect the making of foreign
economic policy and how international political and market forces
can influence the interests of societal actors.

The intimate connection between the Great Depression and the Smoot-Hawley
Tariff of 1930 was recognized by contemporaries and continues to be emphasized
by historical scholars. But just as contemporaries, while agreeing on its importance,
nonetheless viewed the tariff in a variety of different ways, historians of the era
have achieved no consensus on the tariff’s origins and effects. The definitive study
of the Smoot-Hawley’s origins, by Schattschneider [1935], portrays the tariff as a
classic example of pork-barrel politics, with each member of Congress after his
particular piece of pork. Revisionist treatments characterize it instead as a classic
instance of party politics; protectionism being the household remedy of the
Republican Party, the tariff’s adoption is ascribed to the outcome of the 1928
election. Yet proponents of neither interpretation provide an adequate analysis of
the relationship of Smoot-Hawley to the Depression….

POLITICS, PRESSURES AND THE TARIFF

The debate surrounding the passage of the Tariff Act of 1930 remains a classic
study in the political economy of protection. A number of theories have been
developed to explain Smoot-Hawley’s adoption, starting with that advanced in
Schattschneider’s [1935] classic monograph whose title this section bears.

Schattschneider’s influential study “set the tone for a whole generation of political
writing on pressure groups….” and “cut the lens through which Americans have
since visualized the making of U.S. foreign trade policy….”1 Schattschneider focused
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38 The Political Economy of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff

on the influence of special interest groups. In his account, the actions of lobbyists
and special interests were responsible for both the tariff’s adoption and its form.

Schattschneider dubbed the principle around which the tariff coalition organized
“reciprocal noninterference.” The coalition was assembled by offering limited
protection to everyone involved. Since only moderate protection was provided
and no single import-competing sector reaped extraordinary benefits at the expense
of others, they could combine in support of tariff legislation. In addition, under
provisions of the original House and Senate bills, credits (or “debentures”) were
to be made available to exporters, extending the coalition beyond the import-
competing to the export-producing sector. Not just the number of duties raised
but the very process by which the bill was passed is invoked in support of the log-
rolling interpretation. Passage required 14 months from when Hoover called a
special session of Congress to when the final bill was signed. The record of public
hearings in which the bill was discussed ran to 20,000 pages, while the final bill
provided tariff schedules for more than 20,000 items. Since insurgency was easier
under Senate than House rules, log-rolling was more conspicuous there: the Senate
amended the House bill over 1,200 times, most of them on the Senate floor. Still
other changes were engineered in conference committee.

If the distinguishing feature of the Tariff Act of 1930 was the dominance of
special interests, one must ask why they had grown so much more powerful.
Schattschneider provides no explicit answer, although he indicts Hoover for failing
to guide the legislation through Congress. But the systematic explanation implicit
in his analysis is the rise of the “new lobby.” Although fraternal, religious, social,
and economic groups had always been part of the American scene, they had never
been so well organized or visible in the Capitol as in the 1920s….

A number of influences prompted the rise of the new lobby. First, the activities
of the “muckrakers” in the first decade of the twentieth century had intensified
public scrutiny of political affairs. Second, whereas businessmen had traditionally
dealt with government in “a spasmodic and haphazard fashion,” the panic of 1907
spurred them to cultivate more systematic representation. Simultaneously, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce took a more prominent role in representing the interests
of business…. Finally, much as the Chamber of Commerce represented business’s
general interests, trade associations filled this role for more specialized groups. A
Department of Commerce publication listed some 1,500 organizations classified
as trade associations, nearly double the number known to exist in 1914. Some
were organized by products produced, others by materials used, still others by
markets in which sales took place. Like the other three influences, the growth of
trade associations was a distinctively twentieth-century development, but in contrast
to other trends, which had been underway in the early years of the century, the
sudden rise to prominence of trade associations was attributable to World War I.
The war effort required closer ties between government and industry, but upon
attempting to establish them the authorities found it difficult to deal with individual
enterprises and requested that associations be formed. If the war occasioned the
formation and growth of trade associations, the armistice by no means signalled
their demise. Once formed into an association the process of marshalling a
constituency was no longer so difficult. Improvements in communication, notably
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Barry Eichengreen 39

the telephone, reinforced these advantages, and associations quickly learned to
use pamphlets and other media to publicize their case. The adoption of new
Congressional rules made it more difficult for powerful individuals to dictate policy,
opening the legislative process to competing interests.

The same forces tending to promote effective representation of industrial interests
in Washington encouraged the formation of effective organizations representing
farmers and labor. The American farm movement had long been distinguished by
its inability to organize effectively and represent its interests before Congress.
The ad hoc methods of agricultural organizations, such as sending a representative
to Washington in response to specific developments, had proven ineffectual. For
agriculture as for industry, World War I and the impetus it provided for the formation
of the War Trade Board and the Food Administration permitted farmers’
organizations to assume new importance. In 1918 the National Grange opened a
permanent legislative office in Washington, and the militant American Farm Bureau
Federation, founded in 1919, lobbied actively for farm legislation. In 1921 a
bipartisan Farm Bloc of senators and congressmen from the South and West was
formed, and it acquired a pivotal position in the balance of power in the 66th and
67th Congresses. Although it had at best mixed success in passing farm legislation
before falling into disarray, the prominence of the Farm Bloc did much to alert
agricultural interests to the advantages of effective congressional representation.

By encouraging the development of direct government-labor relations, the war
had a similar impact on the American Federation of Labor. While maintaining its
distance from party politics, by the 1920s the AFL was commonly acknowledged
as the most formidable group in the United States other than the political parties.
Thus, in the 1920s the three principal American interest groups—business,
agriculture, and labor—were for the first time ably represented in Washington.

The rise of the new lobby is consistent with Schattschneider’s characterization
of Smoot-Hawley as an instance of pork-barrel politics. But his theory of reciprocal
noninterference—that the Smoot-Hawley bill by offering something for everyone,
garnered widespread support—fails to confront the question of why the vote on
the final bill so closely followed party lines, with only 5 Democratic Senators
voting in favor and 11 Republicans against. Neither does it explain why tariff-
rate increases differed so widely by schedule.

An alternative explanation, recently advanced by Pastor [1980], is that Smoot-
Hawley is simply an instance of party politics. Protection in general and for industry
in particular was regularly advocated by the Republican Party. With the White
House occupied by a Republican President and the Senate in Republican hands,
there were few obstacles to revising upward existing tariff schedules. It is curious
that this straightforward explanation has attracted so little attention. It may be
that partisan aspects of the debate were disguised by the absence of a change in
party in 1928 like that following the 1920 election which preceded the 1922 Fordney-
McCumber Tariff Act. Moreover, the issue of protection had not been hotly disputed
in the 1928 campaign. Although the Democrats had traditionally campaigned on
the basis of staunch opposition to protectionist measures, in 1928 they moderated
their position and joined the Republicans in endorsing protection, albeit in vague
and reserved terms…. Given the extent of consensus, there was little debate in the
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40 The Political Economy of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff

subsequent Congress over principles of free trade and protection. Hence even
Free Traders among the Democrats were ill positioned to mount effective opposition
to tariff increases.

The problem with this partisan interpretation is that it provides no explanation
for Smoot-Hawley’s timing or its form. It is suggested that Congress was simply
accustomed to engaging in tariff revision every seven years (the average life of a
tariff law between the Acts of 1883 and 1930), and that by 1929 Congress and the
public had recovered from the exhausting Fordney-McCumber deliberations of
1920–22. But this mechanical explanation neither recognizes links between
protectionist pressure and economic events nor provides an explanation for the
observed variation in import duty levels.

The explanation coming closest to satisfying these requirements is the view of
Smoot-Hawley as a response to the problems of American agriculture. The
explanation runs as follows. While the 1920s were boom years for the country as
a whole, prosperity was unevenly distributed. After benefiting from high prices
from 1917 to 1920, American agriculture failed to recover from the recession of
1920–21. For much of the decade, farm gate prices declined relative to the prices
of nonagricultural goods…. In 1926, a relatively favorable year for farmers when
average wholesale prices were 51 percent above their 1913 levels, the prices of
farm products were only 42 percent above those levels. The explanation for lagging
prices was that World War I had prompted the expansion of agricultural production
outside Europe. While European sugar production, for example, fell by 50 percent
during the war, the shortfall was offset by expanding output in Cuba, Java, and
South America. Once European production recovered, often under cover of import
duties or production subsidies, world prices were depressed. Similarly, wartime
disruptions of the global wheat market greatly stimulated production in Argentina,
Australia, Canada, and the United States. The consequent decline in prices was
magnified in the second half of the 1920s by the imposition of import duties on
wheat by Germany, Italy, and France.

Agrarian distress in the United States took various forms, notably farm
foreclosures, which, after averaging 3.2 per thousand farms between 1913 and
1920, rose to 10.7 per thousand in 1921–25 and 17.0 per thousand in 1926–29.
Foreclosure reflected not just the declining relative price of agricultural products
but overall price level trends; since much agricultural land had turned over between
1917 and 1920 when prices were high, the subsequent deflation greatly augmented
the burden of mortgage debt. The value of total farm mortgage debt rose by 45
percent between 1917 and 1920 and by a further 28 percent between 1920 and
1923 despite the deflation that set in after the beginning of the decade. The
foreclosures of the second half of the 1920s were most heavily concentrated in
Idaho, Montana, North and South Dakota, Colorado, and Arizona, the sources of
strongest pressure for agrarian relief.

In the 1928 presidential campaign Hoover laid stress on tariff protection for
agriculture. Previously, agriculture had been the recipient of only modest tariffs,
in part because duties on farm imports would have been ineffective given U.S.
status as a net exporter of most agricultural goods (sugar, wool and hides being
the principal exceptions). In 1922, for reasons detailed above, the U.S. balance of
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Barry Eichengreen 41

trade in farm products turned negative, where it remained except in 1925 for the
duration of the decade. Hence an expanding segment of American agriculture
grew to appreciate the relevance of tariff protection.

By this interpretation, Smoot-Hawley was predominantly a form of agricultural
relief…. Farm interests were well positioned to press their case. Although the
United States had grown increasingly urbanized over preceding decades, Congress
had not been reapportioned following the 1920 Census. Consequently, farm interests
were overrepresented in the House, just as, on the two senator per state rule, they
were overrepresented in the Senate.

This characterization of Smoot-Hawley as an agricultural measure won by
the West over the opposition of the East is consistent not only with the partisan
interpretation, given the regional concentration of Democratic and Republican
voters, but it explains a number of defections from party ranks. To the extent
that agricultural distress intensified with the onset of the Depression, it links
the tariff to macroeconomic conditions. Where it falls short is in explaining
why tariffs on manufactured imports were raised as part of an agrarian relief
measure, or why the tariff was supported not only by representatives of
agricultural districts but by those of industrial regions as well. Many accounts
emphasize the extent of discord between agriculture and industry…. What
explains the pattern of voting and the tariff schedule that emerged from
Congressional debate?

A MODEL OF THE TARIFF-MAKING PROCESS

The framework I use to analyze the adoption of Smoot-Hawley is a variant of
Gerschenkron’s [1943] model of the political economy of protection. This is a
member of the class of “interest-group models” of tariff formation…. I first review
Gerschenkron’s application of his model to Bismarckian Germany before adapting
it to analysis of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff.

In Gerschenkron’s model, a tariff is adopted when narrow yet well-placed interest
groups combine in its support. Gerschenkron divides German society not merely
along sectorial lines but into heavy industry (producers of basic products such as
coal, iron and steel), light industry (manufacturers of consumer goods, along with
whom might be included artisans and shopkeepers), large agriculture (the Junkers,
or estate owners of the east), and small agriculture (commercial producers located
primarily west of the Elbe). He explains the Bismarckian tariff as a coalition of
iron and rye, allying large agriculture and heavy industry.

In the 1870s as in the 1920s, the impetus for agrarian protection was the fall
in grain prices. The position of traditional German agriculture, which specialized
in grain, was seriously undermined. The alternative to continued grain production
behind tariff walls was to shift into the production of high quality foodstuffs
such as dairy products and meat for rapidly expanding urban markets. Cheap
imported grain could serve as an input into such production. But, crucially,
large and small agriculture differed in their capacity to adjust. Variations in soil
quality and proximity to urban markets provided greater scope for the production
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42 The Political Economy of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff

of dairy products and meat west of the Elbe. In addition, dairy products, meats
and vegetables were most efficiently produced on small owner-managed farms.
Hence costs of adjustment were lowest where long-term leaseholders and small
owner-managed farms predominated—west of the Elbe—and highest where
landless laborers worked large estates. The model predicts that small agriculture
should have opposed agricultural protection due to its impact on costs, while
large agriculture should have favored it.

Neither light nor heavy industry, with the possible exception of yarn spinning,
desperately required protection from import competition. Under competitive
conditions, Germany probably would have imported grain and exported both
light manufactures and the products of the basic industries. While it is not clear
that import duties on industrial goods would have succeeded in raising the prices
of domestically-produced goods, given competition at home but the net export
position of German manufacturers, heavy industry in fact supported the imposition
of a tariff on manufactured goods. One interpretation is that, with high levels of
fixed capital, heavy industry was exceptionally susceptible to cyclical fluctuations.
Tariffs may have reduced the risk of falling prices, thereby encouraging the
fixed investments which permitted scale economies to be reaped. A more
compelling interpretation is that barriers to cheap imports were a necessary
condition for firms producing basic goods to combine and extract monopoly
profits from domestic users. Consistent with this interpretation, producers of
final goods like stoves, pots and pans, shovels and rakes opposed tariffs on the
products of basic industries because of their impact on production costs.

What is relevant for our purposes is that no group favored the final outcome:
high tariffs on both agricultural and industrial goods. But because of the dispersion
of interests, action required compromise. The two likely outcomes were a coalition
of large industrialists and landowners obtaining general protection, and a coalition
of small manufacturers and farmers successfully defending free trade.
Gerschenkron ascribes the victory of the protectionist coalition to institutional
factors. The Junkers, as members of the squirearchy, occupied a privileged position
in the political system. Not only did they staff the bureaucracy and judiciary
but, like the wealthy industrialists, they benefitted from the structure of the
electoral system. Heavy industry, aided by smaller numbers, organized more
effectively than small manufacturing. Managers of large enterprises formed new
associations and worked to convert existing ones to protectionism. Their cause
was not hurt by the fact that the Chancellor found protection a useful tool for
achieving his political goals and played an active role in forging the alliance of
iron and rye.

Gerschenkron’s model can be applied to the case of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff
by again distinguishing industry by size and agriculture by region. Naturally, the
interests of the groups and the coalitions are entirely different from those observed
in Bismarckian Germany—So is the role of national leadership. Nonetheless,
distinctions of region and scale shed considerable light on the American case.

In the case of Smoot-Hawley, it is useful to distinguish sheltered from
unsheltered agriculture and, as in Germany, light from heavy industry, where it
is light industry and unsheltered agriculture that combined to support protection.
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Barry Eichengreen 43

As noted previously, critics of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff argued that duties on
agricultural products would not be “effective” in raising prices because the United
States was a net exporter of these goods…. The problem with this contention is
that net trade may not be the appropriate indicator of the effectiveness of a
tariff. It may mislead either if there existed segmented regional markets or if
products were heterogeneous. For goods such as wheat with a high ratio of
value to volume, there existed not merely a national but an international market.
But wheat was not a homogeneous product, and the United States both imported
and exported different grades of what was often regarded in policy debate as a
single commodity. Since, for example, little if any exportable surplus of high
grade milling wheat was produced in the United States, it was argued that a
tariff would therefore be effective in raising the Minneapolis price relative to
that prevailing in Winnipeg. Even if the product was homogeneous, for perishable
products the United States was sufficiently large geographically that transport
costs might impede the equalization of prices across regions…. Northern states
like Minnesota and Eastern seaboard states like Massachusetts might find their
markets flooded by cheap Canadian potatoes, milk, cream, butter and eggs. Since
these goods could not penetrate further into the interior because of their high
ratio of volume to value or due to the danger of spoilage, inland producers
remained insulated from imports. Moreover, Southern farmers who engaged in
the production of cotton (other than the long staple variety, which was imported
and received a generous increase in tariff protection under the 1930 Act) were
oriented toward the export market. Northern farmers close to the Canadian border
had reason to favor protection to a much greater extent than their counterparts
in the interior or the South.

There existed equally sharp divisions within manufacturing. The pressure for
protection was greatest in light industry concentrating in the batch production
of goods tailored to market. Heavy industry and manufacturers of standardized
products had mechanized their operations and largely held their own against
foreign competition. But labor-intensive industries dominated by small-scale
firms experienced growing competition from abroad. In the bottle-making industry,
producers of “fancy ware” such as perfume and toilet water bottles suffered
from an increasing volume of French imports. Manufacturers of watches faced
Swiss competition and producers of jewelry complained of German imports.
Eastern glove manufacturers experienced difficulty in matching the prices of
foreign goods. The New England shoe industry experienced competition from
Czechoslovak producers. Some producers were sheltered by relatively generous
Fordney-McCumber duties. But, for most, foreign trends such as the desperate
attempts of English mills to hold onto market share exacerbated their woes.
Still, only a minority of American industries were seriously injured by competition
from foreign goods.

In opposition stood heavy industries producing standardized products, particularly
segments which relied on the assembly line, mass production, the latest technology
and the multi-divisional form. By the turn of the century, the United States had
gained a competitive advantage in many of the industries of the Second Industrial
Revolution, automobiles being a prime example. In 1929 motor cars and parts
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44 The Political Economy of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff

comprised 10 percent of total U.S. merchandise exports, while imports were
negligible, due only partially to a modicum of tariff protection. Given the importance
of export sales and the anticipated impact of a tariff on production costs, the
automobile producers, led by Henry Ford, made clear their opposition to the tariff
bill. The same was true of producers of farm machinery, iron and steel bars, sheet,
rails and metal manufactures.

The banking community had traditionally supported the protectionist system.
Bankers doing business in industrial regions where firms depended on the tariff
favored the maintenance of protection. But in the 1920s their support was tempered
by events. World War I had transformed the United States from a debtor to a creditor
nation and reoriented America’s banking business abroad. Already in 1923 spokesmen
for the financial community acknowledged that Europe’s continued ability to service
its dollar debt hinged upon foreign industries’ access to American markets.

The opposite shift was evident in the attitudes of organized labor. Traditionally,
labor had opposed protection for its impact on the cost of living. Those groups of
workers injured by import competition were incapable of changing this policy.
For half a century the AFL’s position on the tariff had been one of carefully
cultivated neutrality. Although individual unions might lobby for protection against
imported goods or for lower duties on raw materials, the Federation’s policy was
to take no position on the issue. In 1930 it went only so far as to accede to individual
unions’ requests for legislative assistance. However, at the November 1928 AFL
convention the first official caucus of pro-tariff unions was formed. This “Wage
Earners Protective Conference” represented 8 or 9 percent of the federation’s
membership, the leading participants including the photo-engravers, wall-paper
craftsmen, glass-bottle blowers and potters. Clearly, labor’s traditional opposition
to protection was attenuated by the success of pro-tariff unions in organizing to
lobby for a change in policy.

In sum, the situation in 1930 appeared as follows. Farmers along the Canadian
border and Eastern seaboard desired higher protection but, comprising only a
minority of American agriculture, found it difficult to obtain alone. Light industries
producing goods tailored to market also desired protection but similarly composed
only a portion of American manufacturing. In principle, neither group favored
protection for the other, but each was willing to support the claims of its counterpart
in return for participation in the coalition. While agriculture received generous
protection under the final Smoot-Hawley bill, so did light industry producing
goods tailored to market….

This interpretation has advantages over the view of Smoot-Hawley that divides
the American economy into monolithic agricultural and industrial blocs. It explains
why sections of the industrial Midwest and East should have complained about
the height of agricultural tariffs, and why certain agrarian interests, notably in the
South, should have complained of industrial protection. It is consistent also with
the observed alliance of industrial and agricultural protectionists and explains
why the Smoot-Hawley Tariff, originally conceived as agricultural relief, evolved
into a bill extending protection to portions of both industry and agriculture. It is
consistent with Schattschneider’s emphasis on log-rolling aspects of the legislative
process, but rather than characterizing log-rolling as entirely general suggests
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Barry Eichengreen 45

that “reciprocal noninterference” should have favored border agriculture and light
industry. It is consistent with the notion that Hoover lost control of the legislative
process by permitting the debate to extend beyond the question of agricultural
relief and with the inference that Hoover failed to take forceful action on the
grounds that he saw the small businesses which dominated light industry as his
constituency, but not necessarily with the opinion of Senator Borah that a narrowly
agricultural tariff could have passed in 1929 had Hoover taken the bit in his teeth.
National leadership, while important in both Gerschenkron’s and this paper’s
application of the model, plays opposite roles in the two instances, since Bismarck
favored widespread protection and played a prominent role in obtaining it, while
Hoover personally opposed blanket protection but failed to effectively guide the
legislative process. Finally, by invoking the rise of the trade association, the model
can be used to explain how diverse agricultural and industrial interests succeeded
in influencing the legislative process.

The model can be elaborated in various directions. One extension would introduce
the long history of protectionism in the United States and the country’s habit of
neglecting the impact of its economic policies on the rest of the world. Another
would build on the tendency of the Depression to undermine confidence in the
self-equilibrating nature of the market. In many countries, the depth of the
Depression provided a rationale for the extension of economic planning. In Britain,
for example, Keynes went so far for a time as to argue for central planning along
Soviet lines. In the United States this desire for intervention and control was most
clearly manifest in the New Deal, but the same tendencies contributed to the pressure
for tariff protection in 1930….

At the same time the Depression worked to promote Smoot-Hawley by
undermining confidence in the stability of the market, it altered the costs and
benefits of protection as perceived by interest groups. By further lowering already
depressed agricultural prices, it increased the pressure agricultural interests brought
to bear on elected officials. By further undermining the already tenuous position
of light industries engaged in the production of specialty products, it reinforced
their efforts to acquire insulation from foreign competition….

CONCLUSION

… Economic histories view the Great Depression and the Smoot-Hawley Tariff
as inextricably bound up with one another. They assign a central role to the
Depression in explaining the passage of the 1930 Tariff Act and at the same time
emphasize the role of the tariff in the singular depth and long duration of the
slump. This paper has-reexamined the historical evidence on both points. It is not
hard to identify relationships linking the tariff to the Depression and vice versa.
But the evidence examined here suggests that previous accounts have conveyed
what is at best an incomplete and at worst a misleading impression of the
mechanisms at work. It is clear that the severity of the initial business cycle downturn
lent additional impetus to the campaign for protection. But it is equally clear that
the impact of the downturn on the movement for protection worked through different
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46 The Political Economy of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff

channels than typically posited. Rather than simply strengthening the hand of a
Republican Executive predisposed toward protection, or increasing the burden
borne by a depressed agricultural sector which had long been agitating for tariff
protection, the uneven impact of the Depression occasioned the birth of a
protectionist coalition comprising producers particularly hard hit by import
competition: border agriculture and small-scale industry engaged in the production
of specialty goods. That coalition was able to obtain for its members substantial
increases in levels of tariff protection because of an unusual conjuncture of distinct
if related developments including reforms of Congressional procedure, the rise of
trade associations and the growth of interventionist sentiment. The experience of
Smoot-Hawley documents how macroeconomic distress accompanied by import
penetration gives rise to protectionist pressure, but does so only once the analysis
transcends the model of monolithic agricultural and industrial blocs….

NOTE

1. The first quote is from Bauer et al. [1972:25], the second from Pastor [1980:70].
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